
The Beginnings of O & M in 

Early Intervention.

With special focus on children with multiple 

disabilities including dual sensory impairment.



Objective

 To demonstrate how a very young child 

with a number of complex conditions has 

learnt a route.



Case Study

 Anna aged 1year 10 months.

 A lovely little girl with a beautiful smile.

 She has multiple disabilities including dual 

sensory impairment in addition to some 

medical conditions.

 Anna has light perception (variable) and 

can hear some noise. (inconsistent).

 Anna is unable to walk or speak.



Anna



Observations

 Anna started to smile when entering the 
preschool corridor.

 Anna would start to make noises when 
entering the preschool corridor.

 Mum reported that Anna had been crying 
in the car and stopped as soon as she 
reached the corridor.

 This behaviour was consistently observed 
over a number of weeks by parent and 
teachers.



Questions 

 What was making Anna behave in this 

way?

 Did she realise where she was?

 Was she showing her understanding to us 

through her behaviour?

 What possible clues was she getting from 

the environment?

 Had she learnt a route!



Investigation

 Video of route.

 Looked at each potential landmark with 

Catriona Molloy who is a mobility teacher 

on the preschool teaching team.

 Landmarks were identified by means of 

the potential visual, auditory, tactile and 

vestibular cues.



Video of Route



Learning Opportunities

 The following are the different 

environmental cues which were identified 

from the route.  All of these could aid 

Anna in helping her develop her 

understanding of where she was travelling 

to.   



Landmark 1

 Sound of car door 

closing.

 Movement of being 

removed from car 

seat to buggy.



Landmark 2

 Right turn towards 

the gate.

 Stop before the gate.

 Sound of gate being 

opened.



Landmark 3

 Vibrations through 

chair when going up 

the ramp.

 The sound of walking 

and the buggy on the 

ramp.

 The incline of the 

ramp.



Landmark 4

 Slight bump at door

 Turn right into 

corridor.

 Change in flooring.

 Light reflecting 

through the opposite 

door.

 Breeze blowing 

through both doors.



Landmark 5

 Sound of the keypad 
being pressed.  

 Sound of the buzzer 
allowing the door to 
be opened.

 The sound of the door 
opening.

 Change in flooring 
moving from tiles to 
carpet in the corridor.

 Changes in light 
moving from door way 
to corridor.



Landmark 6

 Receptionist’s 

greeting.

 Light omitting from 

large screen at the 

top of the corridor.

 Changes in sound.

 Changes in heat.

 Changes in smell.



Landmark 7

 Right turn and quick 

left turn moving 

down the corridor.

 Shadow cast by 

picture on the 

window.



Landmark 8

 Changes in flooring 

moving from carpet 

to tiles.

 Sound from keypad.

 Sound of door 

opening.

 Sunlight from large 

window coming 

through door.



Landmark 9

 Left turn into 

preschool corridor.

 Slight incline over 

doorway.

 Changes in flooring.

 Changes in sound.

 Changes in lighting.



Landmark 10

 Greeting from 

preschool office.

 Changes in lighting 

from both sides.

 Longer walk to the 

end of the corridor.

 Sounds coming from 

classrooms on right 

side.



Landmark 11

 Turn left towards 

door.

 Change in lighting.

 Pausing at door.



Learning Opportunities

 A simple route provided a number of 

learning opportunities through a variety 

of different learning modes.

 Further learning in the communication 

between mother and child on the journey.

 This simple route was in addition to the 

car journey which may give Anna 

additional information.



The Future

 Would a young child such as Anna be 

considered suitable for O & M training.

 How can we capture the immense 

amount of learning this little girl has done 

independently and build on it.

 How do we use this information to assist 

in Anna’s educational plan.



Further Implications

 Anna now repeats the same behaviour in 
a secondary service where on entering 
the reception, she begins to cry. 

 Her Mother is now alerted to the 
potential learning her daughter is capable 
of and how she is communicating her 
understanding.

 All of this learning has been done with no 
formal instruction!!!  What can we learn 
from this.



Thank You


